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IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL SESSIONS .niDCF-II/ITr ORAKZAI

AT BABER MELA

State vs Zain Ullah etc

FIR No. 45 Dated 07/12/2019 u/s 324/427/34 PPC PS Lower Orakzai.

Order
12/03/2020 Accused Zain Ullah on bail not present. Mr. Sanna Ullah Khan advocate

counsel for accused present on behalf of accused. APP for the state present.

The accused Zain Ullah is charged by the complainant Abdul Raziq in

case FIR No. 45 Dated 07/12/2019 u/s 324/427/34 PPC PS Lower Orakzai

. for effective firing on the complainant Abdul Raziq and ineffective firing

v upon Hunar Gul and Abdullah.

On 11-03-2020 the complainant Abdul Raziq, Hunar Gul and Abdullah

appeared before the court and stated that they have charged accused Bukhtiar
r2\
!j\ Gul and Zain Ullah and one Mesri Khan (now dead) vide case FIR No. 45

ili dated 07-12-2019 u/s 324/427/337 F(iii) /34 PPC PS Lower Orakzai. Now
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'Wfp through the intervention of the elders of the locality they have patched up the

... ... ......................................... .© matter with the accused Bukhtiar Gul and Zain Ullah and affected

% compromise with them. They have pardon both the accused in the name of 

Almighty Allah and have waived of their right of Arsh and Daman. They 

stated that they are no more interested in the case against the accused. They

have affected compromise with their free will and consent without any fear

and coercion. They further stated that they are relative inter se and the

compromise is in their best interest which will bring peace and harmony

among them. They have got no objection if the accused facing trial named

above are acquitted in the instant. They produced the affidavit of
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compromise, therefore keeping in view the compromise between the parties 

joint statement of Abdul Raziq, Hunar Gul and Abdullah recorded which is

placed on file and the compromise Ex.PA submitted by the complainant party

is placed on the connected case file No. 2/2. The copies of their CNICs are

Ex. PB to Ex. PD respectively.

The complainant party effected compromise with the accused with

their free will and consent and they are satisfied with the compromise. The

parties are relative inter se and the compromise will bring peace and harmony

among them. The offence for which the accused is charged is also

compoundable and the complainant party are no more interested to proceed

with the case against the accused, therefore the compromise is accepted and

the accused Zain Ullah is acquitted on the basis of compromise in the instant

case from the charges leveled against him. The accused is on bail, his sureties

are discharged from the liability of bail bonds.

File beCase property be dealt with in accordance with law.

consigned to District Record Room Orakzai after necessary completion and

compilation.

Announced
12/03/2020
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(SHAUKAT ALI) 
Additional Sessions Judge-II, 

Orakzai at Babar Mela
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